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Introduction: Neuronal plasticity includes changes in any component of the central

nervous system in response to intrinsic or extrinsic stimuli. Brain functions that depend

on the epileptogenic cortex pose a challenge in epilepsy surgery because many

patients are excluded from pre-surgical evaluation for fear of the possible sequelae.

Some of these patients may be rescued by enhancing neuronal plasticity with brain

neuromodulation techniques.

Case Report: We describe a 6-year-old child with refractory focal motor seizures

symptomatic to a neuroepithelial dysembryoblastic tumor in the left temporo-parietal

region. He underwent limited resection of the lesion in order to avoid sequelae in

his language function. A functional study at age of 17 years revealed an overlap

of Wernicke’s area with the tumor and areas of incipient language reorganization in

the contralateral hemisphere. An invasive neuromodulation procedure was designed

to enhance neuroplasticity. After craniotomy, he underwent language training and

simultaneous electrical inhibition of language using an electrode grid placed over the

lesion. The intensity of the language inhibitory stimulus was increased every day to force

the use of accessory language areas in the right hemisphere by neuroplasticity.

Results: The language of the patient improved for six consecutive days until he was able

to speak and understand while undergoing maximum electrical inhibition. The tumor was

resected using a cortical mapping guide.

Discussion: Application of direct cortical stimulation techniques and language

pre-habilitation before epilepsy surgery can be useful to rescue patients excluded from

resective surgery, especially young patients with long-term lesions.

Keywords: language prehabilitation, epilepsy surgery, eloquent area surgery, neuropshycological measures,

Boston test, language functional MRI
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INTRODUCTION

In 1894, Santiago Ramón y Cajal was the first to apply the term
“plasticity” to the central nervous system at the International
Medical Congress held in Rome (1), where he described
dynamism or adaptation related to structural neuronal changes
in response to external stimuli. Neuronal plasticity is now
considered to refer to changes in any component of the central
nervous system produced by intrinsic or extrinsic stimuli (2).

Knowledge of neuronal plasticity has expanded over recent
decades, through the application of non-invasive electrical or
magnetic stimulation procedures to complement conventional
cognitive rehabilitation techniques after acquired brain damage
(3–6). The main challenges are the evanescence of induced
changes due to the distance between application and brain
tissue and the interposition of the skull. These limitations
may be overcome by using more invasive techniques, such as
cortical stimulation mapping (CSM). CSM has long been used to
identify eloquent areas in the presurgical study and to demarcate
epileptogenic sites. CSM has also confirmed the plastic potential
of brains in childhood and adolescence (7, 8). There has been
abundant research on the application of CSM in animal models
of neuronal plasticity modification (9–11). Functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) studies of humans have also shown
that long-term lesions in eloquent areas can permanently modify
functional circuits by innate plasticity processes (6, 12, 13).

The prognosis of patients undergoing brain neurosurgery is
influenced by the extent of resection, which is limited by the
presence of brain functions dependent on the cerebral cortex.
This causes many patients to be excluded from functional
epilepsy surgery. Some of these patients might be rescued
for the only curative treatment currently available if brain
neuromodulation techniques could develop their neuronal
plasticity. The number of patients who could benefit from such
techniques is probably high given that the prevalence of active
epilepsy in the world is 6.38/1,000 people (95% CI 5.57–7.30)
(14), and of these, ∼20–40% behave as refractory to medical
treatments (15). Although there are no reliable data in the
literature on the percentage of these patients with lesions in
eloquent areas, it is known that this is a major clinical problem
that has forced the development of various therapeutic strategies
in these patients (16).

We report a case in which the neuronal plasticity of language
was induced before epilepsy surgery.

CASE REPORT

We describe the case of a right-handed 6-years-old child with
focal motor seizures of the right lower limb and sudden aphasia,
without awareness impairment secondary to a space-occupying
lesion in the left temporoparietal region. He underwent partial
resection of the lesion, which was limited by the need to
avoid sequelae in his language function. The pathological study
reported WHO grade I neuroepithelial dysembryoplastic tumor
(Ki-67 cell proliferation index < 1%). After the surgery, the
patient continued with daily epileptic seizures refractory to
medical treatment.

At the age of 17 years, a follow-up neuroimaging study showed
an increase in the volume of the lesion, and an fMRI scan revealed
an overlap of the area of Wernicke with the tumor and areas of
incipient functional language reorganization in the homologous
contralateral hemisphere.

Since the beginning of his illness, the patient has undergone
multiple drug regimens, including oxcarbazepine, valproic
acid, lamotrigine, eslicarbazepine acetate, lacosamide clobazam,
and brivaracetam, in different rational combinations, without
achieving the goal of freedom from seizures.

Methods
An invasive neuromodulation procedure was designed to
enhance neuroplasticity.

Step 1: First awake intraoperative CSM: As the preoperative
fMRI showed some transferred language areas to the right
hemisphere, a first CSM was performed intraoperatively to
confidently assess whether there was or not residual and
functional language located over or nearby the tumor. Awake
CSM followed left parietotemporal-wide craniectomy over the
lesion. Phase-reversal of N20 was first tested. Once Rolandic
sulcus was accurately showed up, the motor strip was stimulated
while performing electrocorticography, with a monopolar
handheld stimulating probe rectangular, monophasic, anodal
multipulse (N = 7 ISI = 4 [250Hz]) stimulus, with a duration
of 0.2–0.5ms and up to 25mA of intensity using a 16-channel
neurophysiological intraoperative monitoring device (Protektor
by Xtelk R©). With the motor threshold, we started the language
direct cortical stimulation mapping using the Penfield technique
with a handheld bipolar probe with 5mm between the tips
of the probe (biphasic starting positive, at 60Hz, duration of
1ms) with an intensity between 2 and 20mA during 4 sg (N =

240 stimuli) using a cortical stimulator (Nimbus R©), while the
patient was performing motor language tasks: counting numbers
days of the week; comprehension tasks: pictures descriptions,
and repetition, reading, and witting tasks. As we found, there
was some residual language just over the tumor that should be
resected. To minimize language deficits, we decided to continue
the procedure of prehabilitation and proceed with the placement
of 20 subdural grid electrodes.

Figure 1 depicts the location of functional areas of language;
electrode 17 is located on the sensitive area (Wernicke’s) and
electrode 4 on the motor area (Broca).

Step 2: Language Prehabilitation: 1 day after this surgery, in
the patient’s room, we performed a cortical stimulation through
the 20 subdural grid electrodes, detecting the electrodes that
were over Broca and Wernicke areas. Once the target electrodes
were identified, we connected them (electrodes 4 and 17) to an
external stimulator (Medtronic 3625, Medtronic Ibérica SA) to
perform continuous electrical stimulation. The stimulation of
these electrodes generated language dysfunction. The parameters
used were 130Hz, 1ms, and intensity up to 10V, which was
increased daily in steps of 2V to reach the limit of language
function inhibition.

This stimulation was continuously active for 6 days, with
increases or changes between the stimulating electrodes when
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FIGURE 1 | Surgical image during CSM, indicating the sensitive and motor

language eloquent areas identified.

FIGURE 2 | Detail of the position of the external stimulator during step 2.

necessary to reach the inhibition of the language again, as a
habituation phenomenon was present (Figure 2).

During this procedure, every day, after adjustment of the
intensity of the continuous electrical stimulation, during at least
6 h a day, the neuropsychologist performed an intensive work on
the specific deficits of the patient using material from the Spanish
version of Psycholinguistic Assessments of Language Processing
in Aphasia (PALPA) for the training of spontaneous language
and denomination (17) and material from the Barcelona test for
the training of understanding, denomination, repetition, reading,
and writing (18).

Step 3. Second Awake Cortical Mapping and Definitive
Surgery: On the 7th day after the first awake craniotomy, the
definitive surgery was done. The second CSM revealed that there
was no residual language over the tumor that was completely
resected with no further functional deficits.

At 1 month before surgery and again at 3 months post-
surgery, the patient underwent a neuropsychological evaluation
of language and an fMRI with language paradigms.

The Boston Naming Test is one of the most widely used
visual confrontation naming tests to evaluate the lexical and
semantic system in aphasic patients (19). We used this test for
language evaluation, as it is a widely used test in the preoperative
evaluation of epileptic patients and with which our group has
extensive experience.

A 3.0 Teslas Philips Intera R© MRI (release 2.6) system was
used for blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal fMRI
acquisition. The scanning session included one T1 structural
image for precise anatomical localization of language areas and
T2-weighted fast field echo, echo planar imaging (repetition time
3,000 ms, echo time 35ms, field-of-view 230mm, and matrix size
80/128 r). Auditory and block design fMRI paradigms (verbal
fluency, semantic decision, verb generation, and passive story
listening) were performed to determine the eloquent areas of
language Broca and Wernicke.

Ethics
The patient and his parent signed informed consent in the
hospital. The study was conducted following the principles
of the Declaration of Helsinki (20), with Spanish regulations
on biomedical research and with European personal data
protection regulations. It was approved (code 0698-N-20) by the
institutional ethical committee of our hospital (Comité de Ética
de la Investigación provincial de Málaga).

RESULTS

Prehabilitation Procedure
The patient improved his linguistic ability for 6 consecutive days
after the start of language prehabilitation. On the day before the
second surgery, he was able to speak and understand without
major deficits despite the application of maximum electrical
inhibition to the Wernicke area of the left hemisphere. The
tumor was then completely resected with cortical mapping in the
awake patient.

Outcome
The patient has been seizure-free for more than 1 year after
the surgery and has returned to his usual academic and
social activities. He is currently receiving brivaracetam and
eslicarbazepine acetate in descending doses.

Neuropsychological Evaluations
Neuropsychological language evaluations in our patient showed
a progressive deterioration over the 2 years preceding surgical
intervention in listening, fluency, denomination, and writing.
More severe impairment was observed in some categories
explored by the Boston test, including those related to category
denomination and especially, written vocabulary and narrative
writing, which deteriorated from normal results for his age at
2 years presurgery to very low scores at 1 month presurgery
(Table 1).

These deficits were recovered after the language
prehabilitation process and tumor resection. The most important
recoveries were observed in areas of auditory understanding,
denomination, basic vocabulary, and narrative writing.
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TABLE 1 | Results of the regulated neuropsychological evaluation at 2 years before surgery, 1 month before surgery, and 3 months after surgery.

Boston test

2 years before

surgery

(Percentile)

1 month before

surgery

(Percentile)

Language

evolution previous

to surgery

3 months after

surgery

(Percentile)

Language

Evolution

after surgery

Auditive

understanding

Word discrimination 60 40 ↓ 50 ↑

Orders 100 70 ↓ 100 ↑↑

Complex Ideation

material

60 40 ↓ 70 ↑↑

Fluency Phrase length 100 70 ↓ 100 ↓

Melodic line 100 70 ↓ 60 ↓

Grammatical form 100 70 ↓ 70 =

Recitation 100 100 = 100 =

Repetition Words 100 100 = 100 =

Sentences 100 100 = 100 =

Denomination Naming response 100 70 ↓ 100 ↑↑

Boston vocabulary test 40 60 70 ↑

Category Denomination 100 50 ↓↓ 100 ↑↑

Reading Match writing types 100 100 = 100 =

Match numbers 100 100 = 100 =

Match drawing-word 40 30 ↓ 40 ↑

Reading words aloud 100 100 = 100 =

Reading sentences

aloud

100 100 = 100 =

Understanding

sentences spoken aloud

100 100 = 100 =

Understanding

sentences and

paragraphs spoken

aloud

100 60 ↓ 100 ↑↑

Writing Shape 100 100 = 100 =

Choice of letters 100 100 = 100 =

Motor facility 100 40 ↓↓ 50 ↑

Basic vocabulary 100 30 ↓↓↓ 100 ↓↓↓

Regular phonetics 100 100 = 100 =

Common irregular

words

100 100 = 100 =

Written designation of

drawings

100 100 = 100 =

Narrative writing 100 40 ↓↓ 80 ↑↑

Percentile values. Red shading: <50 percentile. Orange shading: 50–90 percentile range. Green shading: >90 percentile. ↓↓↓, very important worsening; ↓↓, important worsening; ↓,

worsening; =, no changes; ↑, moderate improvement; ↑↑, significant improvement; ↑↑↑, very important improvement.

From a practical viewpoint, this improvement opened up the
possibility of the patient returning to his normal academic life
after surgery.

fRMI
When comparing fMRI before and after the tumor resection
and the stimulation protocol, postsurgical images show decreased
activity in the left hemisphere areas and greater activation in
the right temporal areas, including the right homologous area of
the left Wernicke’s. This suggests neuroplasticity in these right
eloquent auditory and language areas and could explain the

improvements in language comprehension in this patient (see
Figures 3, 4).

DISCUSSION

To our best knowledge, we present the first report of modulation
of cerebral plasticity in a patient undergoing epilepsy surgery
in language-eloquent areas. In 2016, Rivera et al. (21) described
a series of five patients with WHO grade II or III glial lesions
in language-eloquent areas who underwent a similar procedure,
reporting that it induced an acceleration of neuroplasticity
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FIGURE 3 | Presurgical fMRI, story passive listening paradigm (A–D): axial brain planes show, in red color, the activation of left temporoparietal areas corresponding

to Wernicke’s, associative language, and the auditory areas within and surrounding the lesion. Greater activation is shown in the right temporoparietal hemisphere

(homologous areas), probably due to neuroplasticity.

processes. They were older than the present patient, and
their lesions were more recent, circumstances that do not
favor neuroplasticity. Besides his younger age, our patient
had a very long-term lesion, and an intrinsic neuroplasticity
process was already underway (see Figure 3). Chronic lesions
in the eloquent cortex are known to cause neuroplasticity
that results in the cortical reorganization of functional areas
(22–24). In this way, patients can develop language-eloquent
areas in other parts of the brain, usually in contralateral
homologous areas.

We consider that the improvement found between 1
month presurgery and 2 months post-surgery in our patient
indicates the implementation of the incipient functional
areas of language developed by neuroplasticity in the right
hemisphere over the years, similar to previous observations
in patients with long-standing lesions in eloquent areas
(23, 24).

We propose that functional inhibition of the Wernicke
area of the left hemisphere, together with the simultaneous

intensive language training, enabled this process. In this
line, good outcomes have previously been described for the
rehabilitation of stroke sequelae through the inhibition of
functional areas and the simultaneous rehabilitation of damaged
areas (25, 26).

These results suggest that the prehabilitation of
language with this type of procedure can help in the
implementation of areas developed by intrinsic neuroplasticity
in patients with long-term lesions in language-eloquent
areas. The prehabilitation process is probably not capable
of transferring functions, as claimed by Rivera et al.,
but it can implement an area previously developed by
intrinsic neuroplasticity.

Many molecular adjustments have been found and may
constitute the substrate of neuroplasticity changes induced by
electrical neuromodulation. According to recent molecular
studies, direct current stimulation produces significant changes
in neurotrophic factors, especially on brain-derived neurotrophic
factor (BDNF). Thus, variations in BDNF secretion correlated
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FIGURE 4 | Postsurgical fMRI, story passive listening paradigm (A–D): axial brain planes show, in red color, a decrease activation after surgery of the left

temporoparietal areas corresponding to Wernicke’s, associative language, and the auditory areas. Greater activation is shown in the right temporoparietal hemisphere

(homologous areas), probably due to neuroplasticity.

to recovery after direct stimulation in preoperative treatment
of pain control and Parkinson’s disease (27, 28). Similarly,
elevated nerve growth factor (NGF) serum levels in patients
with depression have been suggested as adaptive neuroplasticity
and associated with cognitive improvement after direct
current stimulation (29). Recent works in experimental models
have demonstrated that direct current stimulation in the
CA1 region of rat hippocampus mediates elevated levels
of BDNF in the hippocampus and priming of N-methyl-
D-aspartate receptor-dependent long-term potentiation,
eliciting metaplastic aftereffects on hippocampal synaptic
plasticity. Induced enhancement of long-term potentiation was
completely blocked with an antagonist of TrkB, demonstrating
the role of BDNF/TrkB signaling in these effects (30). More
recent, circulatory microRNAs (miRNAs) have also been
involved in neuronal plasticity response in neuropathological
conditions, and they may represent a fine-tuning mechanism
able to integrate multiple inputs and outputs. In this sense,
a very recent analysis from serum profiles and exosomal
miRNAs showed genetic pathways involved in neuronal cell
proliferation and differentiation significantly enriched with

miRNA targets and identified epilepsy-induced peripheral
downregulation of miR-15a-5p, miR-34a, miR-106b-5p, and
miR-146 (31). Furthermore, electric stimulation of the ventral
hippocampal commissure delays the development of epilepsy
in a rat model and produces a highly specific regulation
of a set of miRNAs implicated in the shape of dendritic
spines (32).

The most important study weakness is that it addresses
an isolated case, limiting the conclusions that can be drawn.
Nevertheless, it opens the way for investigation of an application
that could have a major impact on patients with refractory
epilepsy who experience a progressive deterioration but cannot
currently access epilepsy surgery. On the other hand, there
is no established protocol for prehabilitation, and it is
possible that outcomes could be improved by applying
different parameters.

In conclusion, direct cortical stimulation techniques and
simultaneous language prehabilitation may be a useful approach
in epilepsy surgery, especially in young patients with long-
term lesions who have demonstrated the beginning of function
remodeling through intrinsic neuroplasticity.
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